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ABSTRACT
It is shown that in elliptic cohomology-as recently formulated in the mathe-

matical literature--the supercharge of the supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model
plays a role similar to the role of the Dirac operator in K-theory. This leads to
several insights concerning both elliptic cohomology and string theory. Some of
the relevant calculations have been done· previously by Schellekens and Warner
in a different context.
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ELLIPTI C GENERA AND QUANTU M FIELD THEORY

If M is a spin manifold of dimension n, we can consider the Dirac operator
i fJ, acting on a field '1/Ja which is a section of the spinor bundle S. More generally, if R is any representa tion of the structure group Spin(n) of the tangent
bundle, we can consider the Dirac operator acting on a field tPai, a and i being
respectively a spinor index and an index labeling the representa tion R; in mathematical terms, '1/l is a section of S ® TR, TR being the Spin( n) bundle associated
with the representa tion R of Spin(n).
In [1], an infinite series of representa tions Ri, i = 0, 1, 2, · · · wa.S singled out.
The first few were

Ro -

1

Rt - T

(1)

2

R2 - A T I!J T
3
R3 - A T I!J (T ® T) I!J T
Here 1 is the trivial representa tion, T is the fundamen tal (vector) representa tion
of SO(N), and A" denotes the l:th. antisymm etric tensor product. The special
role of these operators was as follows. Let M be a spin manifold with a compact
1
symmetry group G. It is. sufficient in what follows to consider an S (i.e., U(l))
1
subgroup of G. Let K be the generator of this S action. Assuming that the
symmetry generated by K lifts to the spinor bundle, K commutes with the Dirac

operator i .fb (or a generalized Dirac operator acting on sections of S ® TR), so it
makes sense to consider the index of the Dirac operator acting on states '1/J with

(2)

K'l/l = k'f/l

1
for fixed l:. (As K generates an S action, the eigenvalues l: are integers or half1
integers, depending on whether the S action is "even" or "odd", i.e. depending
on whether e2riK = +1 or e 2riK = -1.) We will denote the index of the operator

i

P in ·the subspace of states··obeying (2)

as

Clc·

The function

the character- valued -index ofthe. Dirac. operator.
2

:L c1c eilcll is called

For'. the ordinary Dirac operator, i.e. ·for· Ro = · 1, · Atiyah and Hirzebruch
proved that

Ck

= 0 for·all k!

21

The proof was a simple application of the fixed

1
. point form of the index theorem!' In [4], it was conjectured for the Ranta-

Schwinger case, R1 = T, that the character-valued index is a constant, i.e. that
the

Ck

are all zero for k oF 0. (This was proved in [4] for homogeneous spaces.

The restriction to k oF 0 is necessary, since for H P 2 one has
actions,

co

= 0 and the restriction on k

co

= -1. For odd

is Unn.ecessary.) Trying to prove this

conjecture by methods of equivariant 5 1 spin bordism, some of whose properties
were established in [5], Landweber and Stong established in [1] that L:q = 0 if
the 5 1 action is odd and semi-free (for the action to be semi-free means that every

uM is left fixed by the identity in S1 only or by the whole group), and moreover
that for semi-free S 1 actions on spin manifolds the corresponding statement is
valid not just for the Rarita-Schwinger operator but for the whole infinite series
.of operators indicated in (1 ).
Subsequent work 1o.r1 showed, roughly, that it is possible to use elliptic modular forms to write a generating functional for this infinite series of operators.
To be precise, the modular forms in question were modular forms for the congruence subgroup ro(2) of SL(2, Z), which can be viewed as the subgroup that
leaves fixed one of the three non-trivial spin structures. Ochanine introduced [6]
the notion of an "elliptic genus " and synthesized the above statements in the
following conjecture: for any elliptic genus and any manifold M with 5 1 action,
the character valued elliptic genus is a constant. I will not here give Ochanine's
definition of an elliptic genus, since a notion adequate for our purposes will appear presently. Progress toward proving this conjecture was described in [8]; in
particular, it was shown that

Ck

= 0 for odd semi-free actions.

In recent work, Landweber, Ravenel, and Stong have interpreted the elliptic
genus as a natural invariant in a generalized cohomology theory, "elliptic cohomology" !"1 Roughly speaking, elliptic cohomology is proposed as a generalization
of K-theory, the elliptic genus being related to elliptic' cohomology the way the
· Dirac -index is related to K•theory. It is· then natural· to ask whether there is
3

an operator

~·analogous

to the Dirac o.perator -,whose index gives the elliptic

·genus. The purpose of the-present paper is to argue that .the operator in question
is the supercharge of the S1lpersymmetric nonlinear sigma model, and to indicate
some of the implications of this for topology and string theory.
Apart from the facts cited above, another clue to the connection between elliptic cohomology and string theory appears in the work of Hopkins and Ravenel!'

01

who computed in elliptic cohomology the Euler characteristic of a quotient M / G
and obtained formulas similar to those that have appeared in orbifold calculations in string theory!"1 Some of the key formulas below have been first written
by Schellekens and Warner

1121

in their work on anomaly cancellation. They in-

terpreted equations such as (10) below as a generating functional of anomalies.
The present paper is mostly explained in "physical" terms. A mathematical
account will be presented elsewhere, with an interpretation of the key formulas
in terms of a fixed point theorem for the natural circle action on a Dirac-like
operator in free loop space, along the lines of [13].
Looking at the representations in (1 ), a string theorist may well note that the
Tcth

representation in (1) coincides with what appears at the

kth

mass level of the

Neveu-Schwarz sector of open superstrings. Thus, in this sector, the ground state

IO} is a spin (n) singlet. Excitations are created by fermionic creation operators
and bosonic creation operators a:~,lc = -1,-2,-3, ....
1/>~,k =

-!,-i,-!,···

At the first excited level, we have 1/>i

1

-i

.

IO), transforming as T, at the second level

we have 1/1~ 1 .;?_ 1 10) and a:~ 1 10}, transforming as A2TE!)T; at the third level we
2

2

3
have 1/1~ 1 1/1~ 1 1/1~ 1 10}, 1/1~ 1 a:~ 1 10}, and 1/1~! IO}, transforming as A TE!) (T®T)EI)
2
2
2
2
3
T. Assuming that this continues to all orders, we can write down the "partition

function" or generating functional for the representations Rk. It is

(3)
Here AtT is an abbreviation for 1+tT+t 2 A2T+· ··and StT is an abbreviation for

1+tT-+t2S 2T+· .. ;-with SkT being the·Tct" symmetric tensor power ofT. In (2),
4

2
q>is &'formal-variable; oneois to.expandin ' powers of q, the coefficient of qk/ being
the kth representatio n in the series (1). The Dirac index fcir spinors with values
in the graded representatio n (2) is a power series in q which can be regarded as
the universal elliptic genus; a particular elliptic genus can be obtained by setting
q to a definite complex value.

Now, we discuss precisely what operator has the elliptic genus for its index.
We will consider a closed type II superstring with Ramond boundary candidates
for right movers and Neveu-Schwarz boundary candidates for left movers. The
right moving Ramond boundary conditions give spinor quantum numbers, and
the left-moving Neveu-Schwarz boundary conditions give the series of operators

(1).
Let Q be the supercharge of the right moving degrees of freedom:

J
211"

Q =

do- 9i; (Xr.(o-)) 8+X'(u) 1/J~(o-)

(4)

0

Its square is the Hamiltonian Lo of the right moving modes; In (4) g;; is the
metric of M and o- is a standard angular parameter; X" are coordinates of the
manifold M and

1fl" are their superpartner s. Let ( -1 )F" be the operator that

counts right-moving femiions modulo two. Then

(5)
and we are tempted to define the indez of Q to be the number of zero eigenvalues
= +1 minus the number with ( -1 = -1. The correct notion
of Q with ( -1

t"

t"

in this context, though, is a more refined character-va lued index. Q commutes
with the momentum operator

(6)
1
which generates lnota.tion (5o- = constant) ·of the circle S on· which the sigma
·•o · model-iscde ined.·We,de note asob>. the.index of Q.restricted to, the subspace H,.

·5

·-of Hilbert space in which P =

>. •. We-. then, define the-chax:actel'-valued index of

Q to be
(7)

What values of >. appear as eigenvalues of P? At first sight one might expect
1
that they are integers, since P generates a rotation of 5 , and one might expect
that exp 21riP = 1. This is wrong for several reasons. First, because of the leftmoving Neveu-Schwarz boundary conditions, a 211" rotation of the circle multiplies
the quantum state by a factor· of ( -1 )FL. Second, looking at things from a path
integral point of view, the 211" rotation of the circle is an example of a modular
transformation (T

-+ T

+ 1).

Under this transformation, there is a global anomaly

in the fermion deteterminant, and the quantum wave function acquires a phase
e-ird/S under a 211" rotation, d being the dimension of M. The correct operator
statement is

(8)
The eigenvalues of P are therefore of the form
even or odd for ( -1)FL

= +1 or ( -1)FL = -1.

>.

= -

f& + I where n is an integer,

The -d/16 is just the ground state

energy of the Neveu-Schwarz sector. Since the exp( -i1rd/8) in (7) comes from
a topological invariant, a global anomaly in the fermion determinant, quantum
corrections in the sigma model do not shift this factor from its free field theory
value.
We thus rewrite (7) as

F(q) - q-f..

2)z ql/2

(9)

z.z
to emphasize that the eigenvalues of P range over a known, discrete set. We now
carr assert-that the bu--beinginteger s{must be topological invariants, unchanged
- - ,.11nder--any·smooth .deformation of-the nonlinear sigma.cmodel under discussion.
6

. In,particu lar,.wec·c an go over to-alimit in· which the radius-of M is very large,
2
that is, in which· the metric of M is g = t g(0 ), w.here 9(o) is some fixed metric
oo. -The spectrum of Q.can then be worked out in a systematic
expansion in powers of 1ft. In flat -space, states of Lo = 0, Lo = P- 1~ + ~
have quantum numbers S ® Rt. Therefore, in the leading large t approxima tion,

and we·take t

-+

f

the Q eigenvalues with small Lo and P = - 6 + ~ are just the eigenvalues of
the ordinary finite dimensional Dirac operator i JfJ acting on sections of S ® Rt.
In particular , bt is equal to what we will call index(Rt) , the index of the Dirac
operator in this representa tion, and thus

L

F(q) = q-~

index(Rt)

·l/2

(10)

t=0,1,2,···

Using the characteri zation (2) of the Rk and the ordinary Atiyah-Singer index
1 1
theorem '• to determine the integers index(Rt) , we have

While not obviously equivalent to the original definitions of the elliptic genus,
1
(11) can be shown to be equivalent to them!' Indeed, one can show from (11) that

77( -ql/2) )
F(q) = ( '1(q)'1( -q)

d

~(q)

(12)

with 71(q) the Dedekind eta function, and ~(q) a modular form of weight d/2
for the congruence subgroup ro(2) mentioned earlier. ~(q), which according to
(11) is determine d by characteristic numbers of the manifold M, is what has
been defined in [6,9] as the elliptic genus. This has been proved explicitly by
Landwebe r 1' 1and•Zagier!••! The explicit formulas that arise are similar to what
we. will·meet.in. equation (16) below.
7

However; the simple modular··proper ties of (11 )-have a .. natural "physical"
·.explanation. ·We-can write
(13)
since, in the usual way, states of Lo

=f

0 will cancel out of the trace. (13)

can then be represented by a path integral on an elliptic curve defined by a
lattice. (1, T) in the complex plane ( q = e 2 '"'~"). The subgroup of S£(2, Z) that
leaves fixed the right moving Ramond and left-moving Neveu-Schwarz boundary
conditions is ro(2). The path integral representation makes it clear that IF(q)l
is ro(2) invariant; the behavior of the phase of F(q) under ro(2) involves the
global anomaly noted earlier. It should be noted that, up to phase, the product

(71(q)71( -q)f'q( -q112 )) 4 transforms with weight d/2; this is why ~(q) has weight
d/2.
The ring of modular forms for ro(2) is isomorphic to C[6,e), where 6 and E
are generators of weight two and four, respectively. In [9), it has been found that
2
1
periodic cohomology theories can be obtained with Z[iJ[6,e, e- ) or Z[i)[6, e, (6 -

e)-1] as coefficient ring.
In fact,

(14)
so the quantum field theory is producing ~(q)e(ql)- 4 1 8 for the elliptic genus.
This perhaps is a suggestion that it is E that should be inverted in defining the
cohomology theory.
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to a brief discussion of mathematical and physical applications of the connection between quantum field theory
and the elliptic genus.
·Considering first" mathematical applications, let us -examine-·in the light of
· . quantum: field. theoey. the·.question which motivated· the .development of elliptic
8

genera and elliptic cohomology. cThus, as in our initial-com ments, let M be a spin
manifold with·S 1 action, generated by K. We have then a. more refined notion
1
1
of a-characte r valued index. The superchar ge commutes with the S x S action
generated by P and K-.- Let bt,Jc· be the index of the superchar ge Q for states of

P = -

f +! ,K
6

= k. Thus,

Tr qlo-qLo eiiiK ( _ 1

la _

q-~ :~::>l,.l: l/2

eikiJ

(15)

l,k

We know that bt,Jc = 0 for f. < < 0 since the Hamiltoni an of the quantum field
theory is bounded below. Actually since the bt,k are topological invariants , they
vanish if -

f + ! is less than the ground state energy in the large radius limit.
6

Conseque ntly

bt,k = 0 if f.
We would like to prove that bt,lo

<0.

(16)

= 0 if k =j: 0.

To do so, we generalize the problem and consider a one parameter family of
theories with "twisted boundary conditions ". Without spoiling supersymm etry,
we can consider a one parameter family of nonlinear sigma models, with boundary
conditions

xi (u + 211')

-

eiaK

Xi(u)

ti>k ( + 211') tt>i ( + 211') (7'

eiaK

1/>k( 0')

(7'

-eiaK

(17)

tt>i(u).

Mathemat ically, this means that (for instance) 0' --+ X(u) no longer defines a
1
map S 1 --+ M, but a section of a twisted M bundle over S •
With the boundary conditions (17), the operator relation (8) is modified to
exp 2riP = ( -1 )FL exp io:K exp - i?l'd

8

·· .·- since.now•a·211' rotation .ofStbring & about a.o;extra .transform ation.by
9

(18)
eiaK •. This

shifts the-allowed- eigenvalues. of P, .which are now of the form
(19)
where k is the eigenvalue of K and n is as before. At general a, (15) is thus
replaced by
(20)

By continuity, the integers b,.,h(a) are independent of a. Setting a= 211' we learn
from (20) that

Tr<f•qL•(-1)F x- q-f.-Lb,.,H~+I<eih9

(21)

n,lc
Comparing (21) to (15), we find
(22)
Iterating the identity (22) t times, for any integer t, we learn
(23)
Together with (16), this gives us the desired result

b,.,lc = 0 for k =F 0 .

(24)

To make this argument into a rigorous proof, a cut-off version of the nonlinear
sigma model might suffice. The cutoff of [17] or [18] might be suitable. The
properties ofquantum field theory used in the argument are-relatively modest
·and-certainly.do not include relativistic invariance.
10

,_Continu ing-with; our discussion of mathemat ical applicatioiJ$.Of the connection between.q uantum·fie ld theory ·and .the elliptic genus, wecnote that alternativ e
nonlinear sigma models will give ·rise to alternative elliptic genera. For example,
supersymm etric.nonl inear sigma model with right-mov ing
consider an N =

!

fermions only, coupled to the spin connection of the manifold M. Adopting
periodic boundary conditions for the right-mov ing fermions (in both 0' and r
directions ), one sees that

G(q) = Trql. qL• ( -l)Fa

(25)

will transform simply under the full modular group SL(2, Z) (SL(2, Z) invariance
is violated only by the global anomaly), since the fermion boundary conditions
are SL(2,Z) invariant. The formula analogous to (11) is

G(q) = q-f. ( A(M) ch

t=~.--· Sq~- T) [M]

(26)

This will have a simple transform ation law under S L(2, Z) provided M is a spin
manifold with Pt(M) = 0 so that the nonlinear sigma model is free of anomalies.

In fact, under this condition

.P(q)
G(q) = 77(q)d

(27)

where .P(q) is a modular form of SL(2,Z) of weight d/2. The latter statement is
1 21
closely related to observations by Schellekens and Warner ' concerning anomalies .
They and independe ntly Zagier

1101

obtained the formula

(28)
where the

Ui

are formal eigenvalues of the curvature two form, and
G21J

= -

~~ + ,L: uu-t(n)q "

...

(29)

cis the,Eisens tein series-of weight2k. ,-The Gu are modular forms (of weight 2k) for
11

k

>L

if

L:i v.~ = 0, that is ifPt(M) = 0. (The nonlinear sigma model under discussion

G1 -will not--appear in (28), so-that 41(q) will·be a· modular form, precisely

only makes sense if in addition M is a spin manifold; this is not needed in order
for 4'1(q) to be a modular form, but it is needed in order for G(q) in (27) to be
the character-valued index of an operator and so to have integral q-expansion.)
Finally, we can consider an N =

!

supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model

with additional left moving degrees of freedom. This is the case most closely
related to heterotic strings. H M is endowed with an N dimensional vector bundle
V with structure group SO(N), and we introduce N left moving fermions coupled
to V, with (say) Neveu-Schwarz boundary conditions, then (11) is replaced by

H(q) = q-.1--!

(A(M)

ch

•=~!

...

Aq• V

l=~···· SrtT) [M]

(30)

1

2 :1'2'

which might be interpreted as the elliptic index of a vector bundle. H one adopts
Ramond boundary conditions for left moving fermions, (30) is replaced by

where .:l(V) is the spinor bundle associated with V. The conditions for the quantum field theories that give (30) and (31) to make sense are w2(V) = w2(T) = 0,

Pt(V) = Pt(T). (In the case of (31), the former condition can be relaxed to
w2(V) = w2(T).) Under these conditions, (30) and (31) lead to modular forms
of level two and level one, respectively.

H M admits an S 1 action, one may wonder whether the genera (26), (30),
(31) are governed by theorems analogous to the theorem governing the original
elliptic genus (11) whose proof we sketched earlier. (In the case of (30) and (31) it
-is necessary to-11.Ssume-that the S1 action lifts to an· action on V ') Such theorems
-···-indeed,exist, but~the -situation is subtler than that surromulin& (.U).,because
12

1
·- .. :of the-- possibility c. of anomalies in the 5 · action. -To avoid such anomalies, all
1
·statemen ts about PI must-be replaced by equivarian t statement s. If BS is the
1
classifying space of the ·group Sl, and M is a manifold with 5 action, there is

1
by definition of BS 1 a correspon ding fiber bundle X over BS with fiber M. T
and V are then the restriction s to M of bundles T• and v• over X. One says

that Pt(T)

= Pt(V) equivariantly if Pt(T•) = Pt(V•).

This is the condition for

the S 1 action on M to be anomaly free in the nonlinear sigma model. Under
this restriction , the genera (30) and (31) are governed by the same statement as
(11): the 5 1 character- valued generaliza tions of these genera are constants. A
subtler theorem arises if Pt(T")- Pt(V•) is not zero but is the pullback to X of
1
a cohomology class on B S 1 . In this case, the anomaly in the S action is purdy
a c-number, and the 5 1 character- valued generaliza tions of (26), (30), and (31)

1
_are not constants but transform as Jacobi forms!" I will discuss these matters

elsewhere..
Finally, we will devote the rest of this paper to physical considerat ions concerning elliptic cohomology. If one asks in field theory whether a space-time
manifold M is "the same" as a space-time manifold M', the answer is that this
is so if and only if M and M' are isomorphi c topologically. Indeed, topology is
by definition that which cannot change continuou sly in field theory.
The answer to the analogous question in string theory is much less obvious.
Even if M and M' are distinct in the sense of field theory, they might be isomorphic in string theory. One way to pose this question involves considerin g
nonlinear sigma models. For simplicity, consider first bosonic sigma models. The
simplest class of sigma models on a manifold M depends on the choice of a metric

9ii on M. The action is
I -

~j

d2 u8aXiiJ" 'Xi g;;(Xlo(u))

(32)

:E

with :E being a IDemann;;surface. More generally, giving expectatio n values to
13

vertex operators ·of massive·fields,:we consider

(33)

a. sigma. model with arbitrary couplings.
Now, in the generality of (33), it is not at all obvious that. topologically
distinct manifolds give rise to distinct sigma models. Given a simple sigma model
(32) on some manifold M, perhaps with some cunning choice of couplings it is
equivalent to a complicated quantum field theory (33) on the manifold M'. In this
case, the two manifolds M and M' would really be equivalent in string theory;
by suitable adjustment of couplings in (33), one could interpolate smoothly from
a simple quantum field theory on M to a simple one on M'. The case of a group
manifold, which under appropriate conditions gives the same sigma model as a
. an examp1e ofthi s.(U}
flat torus, 1s

The issue is thus to distinguish topologically not just between manifolds M
and M' but between quantum field theories in which the target spaces are M
and M'. To gain some insight into this question, we must find topological invariants associated with quantum field theories. For bosonic sigma models, it is
not clear how to do this. For supersymmetric sigma models, though, the situation is different. Given a sigma model with (1,1) supersymmetry, that is, with
both left- and right-moving N = 1 supersymmetry, we are free to choose fermion
boundary conditions for both left- and right-moving modes. We have seen that
with left-moving Neveu-Schwarz boundary conditions and right-moving Ramond
boundary, we can extract a topological invariant, the elliptic genus. H the elliptic
genera of two manifolds M and M' are not equal then the (1,1) supersymmetric sigma models based on M and M' are topologically distinct. Likewise, by
choosing Ramond,,bounda ry conditions for both left- and right-movers, we can
compute .the ordinary supersymmetric index Tr( -1
14

t, which equals the Euler

.. characteristi c .of M. ·We-conclude that the sigma models .based on M and M' are
topologically distinct if·M and M' have distinct Euler characteristi cs. The appropriate elliptic genus, but not the Euler characteristi c;.is likewise an invariant
for sigma models with right-moving supersymme try only.
These are some of the simplest topological invariants of nonlinear sigma models, but there are certainly others. For instance, apart from the ordinary Dirac
index, one has in conventional Riemannian geometry mod 2 counterparts of the
Dirac index which appear in Sk + 1 and Sk + 2 dimensions. In Sk + 1 dimensions,
the mod 2 index arises because the spinor bundle is real, and the Dirac operator
i .fb is imaginary and hermitian. It follows that if ,\ is an eigenvalue of i .fb, so is
-.\,with the same multiplicity. From this one at once deduces that the number
1
of zero eigenvalues of i .fb is a topological invariant modulo 2!"
An analogous argument is possible for supersymme tric nonlinear sigma models. The role of complex conjugation is played by the CPT operation 9, an
2
anti-unitary op.eration which we can take to obey 9 = 1. Let Q be the rightmoving supercharge. The argument will depend on the nature of the left-moving
degrees of freedom in a way that will become clear.
Assuming that there is only one right-moving supercharge,

eQe

must be a

multiple of Q

eqe

=

±Q

(34)

However, the sign ±1 on the right-hand side of (34) depends on the dimension d
of the target manifold M and the choice of left-moving degrees of freedom. The
sign can be determined as follows. Since the possible values are discrete, the sign
is a topological invariant and can be computed by going over to the large radius,
field theory limit. In that limit, Q reduces to i

J'

acting on spinors with values

in some vector bundle V which depends on the choice of left moving degrees of
·-freedom. (V is simply determined by the ground state·in·thel eft-moving Hilbert
- ' ···space.) 'Ifr for instance, left-moving .spinors are· absent,·. or obey.·Neveu-Schwarz
15

boundary conditions,.o r .describe Es:current algebra, V ds trivial. In that case,
·the conventional analysis shows that in 8k +·1 dimensions, the sign in (34) is -1.
Just as in the classical situation, the relation 0Q0 = -Q for appropriate
nonlinear sigma models in 8k + 1 dimensions means that· the number of zero
·eigenvalues of Q is a topological invariant modulo 2. Actually, we can do better.
As 9 and Q commute with the momentum operator P, one obtains a mod 2
invariant for each eigenvalue of P. It is interesting to speculate that these might
sum up to some kind of mod 2 modular form.
Similar remarks could be made about mod 2 invariants for sigma models in
8k + 2 dimensions, but I will forgo a discussion of this subject here. Further
remarks about the role of the world-sheet CPT operator in string theory can be
found in the appendix.
A further comment about topological invariants of sigma models is in order.
Even if two manifolds M and M' have different dimension, the correspondin g
sigma models might be isomorphic. For insance, in the case of bosonic sigma
models, a model defined on a group manifold c_an be equivalent to a model defined
on a flat manifold of dimension much lower. However, we will now argue that for
supersymme tric sigma models there are strong restrictions on this phenomenon .
We have already seen in the discussion surrounding equation (34) how to
extract a dimension dependent invariant from a supersymme tric. sigma model.
One could try to proceed in a similar vein and find the whole mod 8 periodicity
of the Clifford algebra as an invariant of sigma models. I will instead use another,
simpler argument to this effect.
Consider first sigma models with (1,1) supersymme try. Pick Ramond boundary conditions for right-movers and Neveu-Schwarz boundary conditions for leftmovers. Then, as we have already discussed, in connection with equation (8),
the global anomaly

(35)
16

is a4opological-~invariant. ·In particula r, the .expression ( -1)!L exp( -i1rdj8) is
an-invar iant property of a nonlinea r· sigma model, indepen dent of a particula r
descripti on of the model in terms of a manifold M. At first sight, this might seem
to show that the dimensio n d of M is an invarian t mod 16. Actually, the overall
is ill-defined (this operator is defined abstract ly by
sign of the operator (

-1l

saying that it anti-com mutes with left-moving fermions, a property that defines
( -1)h only up to sign), sod is really only an invarian t mod 8.
Now consider a sigma model with (0,1) supersym metry. Pick Ramond boundary conditio ns for right-movers, and assume that the left-moving internal degrees
of freedom are a modular invarian t combina tion, for instance trivial. Then (35)
is replaced by exp 2riP = exp -i?rd/12 . This means that for such sigma models,
d is an invarian t modulo 24.

The above commen ts on topological invarian ts of nonlinea r sigma models are
certainly far from complete. The hope should be that a proper variant of elliptic
cohomology will emerge as the correct framework for this discussion, unifying
the above observat ions and pointing the way to new and perhaps less obvious
invarian ts.

In conclusion, the supersym metric nonlinea r sigma model plays in elliptic
cohomology a role similar to the role of the Dirac operator inK-the ory. Elliptic
cohomology is thus likely to enter in illumina ting the mysterio us generaliz ation of
ordinary geometr y and topology afforded by string theory. A properly developed
theory of elliptic cohomology is likely to shed some light on what string theory
really means.

I would like to thank M. Hopkins, P. Landweb er, S. Ochanin e and R. Stong
for discussions.
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APPENDIX
CPT Conservation on the World Sheet and in Space-Time

In this appendix-! will briefly describe another role of the world sheet CPT
operator, beyond that described in the text.
CPT conservation is well known to be a general property of quantum field
theory. String theory generalizes quantum field theory in a still largely mysterious
way. It is incumbent upon us to ask whether CPT is conserved in string theory.
We certainly do not understand string theory well enough to prove a general
CPT theorem in string theory. However, we can ask whether CPT conservation
holds in the framework of the calculations that we are currently able to perform.
Nonlinear sigma models offer a general framework for discussing effective four
dimensional physics. Compactification on M 4 x K can be described by a suitable
sigma model. Why should CPT be valid in this framework?
A typical consequence of CPT is the equality of particle and anti-particle
masses. Why should this hold in the framework of sigma models?
Given a particle of mass m and charge e, we must show that there is another particle of mass m and charge -e. In the context of sigma models, particle
masses m are eigenvalues of the sigma model Hamiltonian H. H commutes with
the world sheet CPT operator 9, which however anticommutes with conserved
charges. Conservation of 9 thus ensures that for every H eigenstate with eigenvalue m and charge e, there is an H eigenstate with eigenvalue m and charge
-e. Thus, the equality of particle and anti-particle masses in space-time follows
directly from the world-&heet CPT theorem. This is an illustration of a general
rule by which space-time phenomena are manifestations of analogous world-sheet
phenomena.
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